Dramashop gives "Mr. Anthony" as first production
Tarhington Masterpiece Given by
DRAMASHOP GIVES
TWO ACTS OF COURSE XV MEN
After a Survey of Graduates
Tests Determined for

French Architect
Now Serving on

Over 1200 Students
Take Physical Exams
Over 1200 physical examinations have been given in the last ten days, according to figures given yesterday by Prof. George W. Morris. Exactly 484 complete and 764-2-exams (including 1242), had been given up to date.

Professor Tucker Discusses Some
Advantages Gained in Course XVII

Some of Recent Improvements in
Building Construction are Explained

"Course XVII is the most practical course ever given at the Institute," said Prof. R. F. Tucker in a recent interview. "The students of this course each have a faculty advisor, who is to give them help when they are in difficulty. The courses of study are designed to be given in the fields of science or engineering. Students should follow the courses in their subject. On the other hand, those who have made executive courses should be used with the courses of study, when their talents are dis- covered."
Machine Tool Laboratory is Cause of Much Speculation Among Students

Lab is Called Everything from Model Room to Factory to Technical School.

To supply this need, a very large and complex collection of hand-tools has been assembled. The machines are always kept in perfect repair.

According to Mr. English, this laboratory is one of the finest-equipped in the country. It represents an investment of about half a million dollars. At no other educational institution is there a laboratory of this kind which combines the taste and excellence of equipment.

English as She am Spelt by Ye Innocent Freshman

"I tell you, I can't" was the outcome of the night's game. A well-known Freshman, after listening to a speech on the importance of a college education, decided to put his money where his mouth was.

When a freshman at St. Benedict's College, Baldinger, Kansas, made an impromptu speech, he did not fail to amaze his audience. The result of such an incident is that Baldinger's name was made famous.

The stringers, dropping into town, caught the impression that Dooly old day had died out.

BROOKLINE AUTO SCHOOL
140 HARVARD STREET, BROOKLINE

Licence No. 6229

Certification No. 1015

Course: Instructional

We will give special attention to those who have had some driving experience.

Driving Lessons 45 Cents

Saturday Lessons 50 Cents

Small Car 10 Cents

Full Size $1.00

W. H. Sprague, Manager

Telephone Number 4759
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Facts Speak For Themselves

Scott & Company’s young men’s department has been awarded a good business even this year. Successful young men in school—college and business demand and wear good clothes.

New styles for Fall are ready in a finer selection than ever before — Young men set the pace. Scott & Company’s new line will not be denied their rightful share of prosperity. Quality rigidly maintained—prices adjusted to the time.

Scots Suits $45 and $60, Topcoats $40 to $50, Tuxedos and Trousers $30 and $40

Scott Company Limited

336 to 340 Washington Street, Boston

The Tech is the independent student newspaper of Harvard University. It was founded in 1896 and is published weekly during the academic year. The Tech covers news, events, and culture on campus and in the greater Boston area. The image provided is a page from a past issue, featuring articles on various topics such as sports, events, and general campus life.
Thursday, October 13
3:00 p.m. — Banjo Club rehearsal in East Lounge.
6:00 p.m. — Instrumental Club rehearsal in East Lounge.

SOCCER

SOPH AND FROSH RELAY TEAMS

There is still a lack of Sophomores and freshmen for both relay teams. Anyone who intends to try out for the teams must report for practice at Tech Field at 5 o'clock after afternoon classes. Men who play on the winning team will get their uniforms from the locker room at the end of the afternoon.

TECH PHOTO SOCIETY

The Photographic Society will meet today at 5 o'clock in Room 8-100. The meeting is open to all students who are interested in photography. New members are requested to submit for constructive criticism any work they have done.

DISCUSS BUILDING CONSTRUCTION WORK

(Continued from Page One)

Answering a question as to what was the best material for ceiling construction, Professor Tucker remarked that nothing more suitable or economical than wood had been found. Various other materials are more durable, but they are all too expensive. In Professor Tucker’s opinion, there is much to be done, not only in developing new and better building materials, but also in finding better methods of construction. At an example of the need for better construction, he cited the question of windows. As he sees it, the ordinary wood sash window is entirely unsatisfactory, since it does not provide sufficient ventilation in proportion to its space and also because it is mechan-ically very imperfect. The casement windo-wes is better in regard to ventilation, but it is even more troublesome mechanically than the ordinary window. None of the present types of windows are entirely satis-factory, and much might be done in an effort toward improvement.

When asked along what lines he ex-pected materials to be improved, Professor Tucker asked his questioner to hand him a piece of concrete laying on the desk. Ob-serving this reporter’s surprise at the lightness of the material, Professor Tucker explained that this type of concrete, called “aircrete,” was made by blowing air through concrete before it had set. He said that when several stories were to be added to a building in New York, already completed, the architects chose to change found by using aircrete they could add seven stories, instead of the expected two. “There is room for much improvement in building practice,” Professor Tucker stated. “We hope soon to have facilities for research work in methods and materials of building construction."

Famous Engineer to Talk on Canal Today

Mr. Henry Goldman, Builder of Lock Gate Speaks in Room S-330

Students of the Institute will have an opportunity to hear Mr. Henry Goldman, the distinguished civil engineer and builder of the lock gates of the Panama Canal, this afternoon at 5 o'clock in Room S-330. This Demonstration Watershed Convention, with which Mr. Goldman is connected and which is holding a dinner today at the Hotel Statler, has recently been discuss-ing the question of the widening of the Panama Canal lock gates.

NEW Hotel Bradford
CASCADE ROOF
Lunchrooms by sunlight
Dinner 8:30-10:30—Dine under sunlight on Roof
LEO REISMAN’S INFIRMARIES
EVERY NIGHT—FREE PARKING

CUPE CUD CANAL. — It is felt that this re-turn will be of extreme value to students in the Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engi-neering, and Naval Architecture courses. Mr. Goldman will lecture on the design and construction of the Panama Canal lock gates.

CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING REMODELING
QUICK SERVICE
Your old hat made to look like new. We have the agency from a factory which specializes in that work. It’s take care of your headwear.

Technology Clothiers
90 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
University 7106